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This is the area we are
focusing on in today's session:

Welcome to the 
Egleston Square Redesign Office Hours.

Thanks for joining us.

How did we get here?

Here are examples of the
types of facilities we'll be

talking about.

This is our concept design!
What are your thoughts?

Thanks so much for joining us and for sharing your valuable input!

Here are some things we
learned during the Needs

Assessment process:

Concerns about restricting
left-turns from Washington
and Columbus inbound

Why?
- New projects/traffic
generated by development
on Amory
- Visually restricts access to
Atherton from Roxbury 

Suggestion: 
Consider restricting left turns
at certain times of day -
similar to current approach
on Columbus

I like this concept to
discourage cut-throughs on

Atherton, especially if
Atherton will be utilized as a
safer bike connection from

Egleston to the SWC

Today, cars heading
south on Washington

through the
intersection often

queue in two lines at
the intersection which
helps to clear out the

queue. It looks like this
concept will eliminate

that which may
increase queue lengths

up Washington.

If you were a bike coming
down Washington and

turning right (Where you've
got the truck green line), that

looks pretty dangerous

The extended curb there
would push bikes further
into the main travel lane.

Understand difficulty
balancing pedestrian needs

versus bikes.
Example - Blue

Hill Ave and
Morton St has no

left hand turn

Could the crosswalk on
the south leg of

Columbus Avenue be
oriented to cross the
street more directly?

Consider
straightening /

shortening crossings
of Columbus Avenue

Pedestrian visibility
and sight lines are

super important given
how many emergency
response vehicles go

through the
intersection every day.

The challenge with
Columbus Ave. is that
it doesn't go straight

across Washington St.;
it's a curve.

Delay is critical to the
operation of the bus, the 42
on washington st as well. I

don't disagree bike/ped
safety is super critical

through here, but when we
mention vehicles, the 42 bus
(on Washington St) are being
caught up in the congestion.

Pedestrian question for columbus:
Along columbus, due to the bus

lane, the one lane of thru traffic is
now right next to pedestrians, which
feels VERY unsafe (as a ped). THese
are also places where there is a lot
of mingling-type foot traffic outside

the shops (particularly around
Skippy Whites), so it is very easy to

feel like you want to step in the
street to move around people. Will

there be wrough-iron fences or
other protection placed in those

areas?

It's really scary esp when you're
walking with traffic and can't see the

cars

as early as possible for those
quick build options,

especially with a return to
school in the fall. but as early

as possible! many younger
kids are using the crossings

as they go to the many
schools/daycares around

egleston square.

Both options -
consider bike
boxes to help

cyclists navigate
the intersection.

Most people
seem to use the

crosswalks/
sidewalks to get
across on bikes.
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